Abstract. Monotone path polytopes arise as a special case of the construction of ber polytopes, introduced by Billera and Sturmfels. A simple example is provided by the permutahedron, which is a monotone path polytope of the standard unit cube. The permutahedron is the zonotope polar to the braid arrangement. We show how the zonotopes polar to the cones of certain deformations of the braid arrangement can be realized as monotone path polytopes. The construction is an extension of that of the permutahedron and yields interesting connections between enumerative combinatorics of hyperplane arrangements and geometry of monotone path polytopes.
Introduction
Fiber polytopes were introduced by Billera and Sturmfels 5] and were further studied in 6]. The ber polytope (P; Q) is a polytope naturally associated to any projection of polytopes : P ?! Q. It is de ned as (P; Q) = 1 vol(Q) Z Q (x) dx j is a section of : (1) A concise introduction to the theory of ber polytopes can be found in Chapter 9 of Ziegler's book 14], on which we rely for general background on polytopes.
We are only interested in the special case in which Q is one dimensional, i.e. a line segment. The polytope (P; Q) is then called the monotone path polytope of P and 5, x5] 14, x9.2] and is denoted by (P; ). Its dimension is one less than that of P.
The sections of are the paths in P which are monotone, that is strictly increasing with respect to the function , and maximal, i.e. they project to Q. The vertices of (P; ) correspond to certain maximal monotone edge paths on P, called -coherent. arrangements, or cones, haven't been studied much as polytopes. They are generalizations of the permutahedron that carry the same interesting combinatorial structure as the arrangements. Our objective is to construct the zonotopes associated to the cones of the arrangements A d ( ), with their Minkowski summands suitably rescaled, as monotone path polytopes.
The construction generalizes that of the permutahedron. In particular, the cube C d is replaced by Ziegler's lifted pile of cubes e P d+1 ( ) 14, x5.1], which we de ne formally in the next section. The projection is given by the formula (2). The corresponding monotone path polytope d ( ) is a zonotope, as described above, with its upper part truncated. The maximal monotone edge paths in the lower faces of e P d+1 ( ) are in bijection with the lattice paths in R d from the origin to the point , having unit coordinate steps. In general, most of these paths are not coherent. The coherent ones correspond to the lower vertices of the zonotope and hence to the regions of A d ( ).
This will enable us to enumerate them (see Corollary 4.3) by an easy application of the \ nite eld method" of 1, 2] . It follows that their number is small compared to the total number of lower monotone edge paths.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we give the necessary de nitions and state our main results about d ( ). Section 3 contains a proof of the main theorem. In Section 4 we draw all enumerative consequences of the main theorem by analyzing the combinatorics of A d ( ). We also characterize the coherent paths in the lower faces of e P d+1 ( ) directly from the de nition. We close with some remarks in Section 5.
Basic definitions and results
We begin with some notation and terminology. We denote by e 1 A truncation of a polytope P in R r is its intersection with a closed halfspace a x 0, where a 2 R r . We call such a truncation an upper truncation if it includes the lower part of P but does not intersect the upper part in the region a x < 0. In particular, an upper truncation has a unique upper facet. It rarely happens that a polytope P has an upper truncation. However, if P is a zonotope with a su ciently large Minkowski summand in the direction of the last coordinate, as in the situation of the next theorem, then clearly, upper truncations exist. Hence, for = (2; 2; 2), d ( ) looks combinatorially like the complex of Figure 4 , from a point far below on the x 3 axis.
It follows from Corollary 2.2 that the -coherent monotone edge paths in the lower part of e P d+1 ( ) are in bijection with the regions of A d ( ). To characterize them, we introduce some more terminology. We call the maximal monotone edge paths (with respect to ) in P d ( ) simply monotone -paths. They are the lattice paths in R d from the origin to the point having n unit coordinate steps. They correspond naturally to permutations of the multiset M , which contains i with multiplicity i for 1 i d. We call these permutations -permutations and denote by p w the monotone -path which corresponds to w. For example, if = (2; 2; 2) and w = 121323 then the path p w has successive steps e 1 ; e 2 ; e 1 ; e 3 ; e 2 ; e 3 . The number of -permutations is the multinomial coe cient ? n 1 ;:::; d . The maximal monotone edge paths in the lower part of e P d+1 ( ) are in bijection with the monotone -paths, via the canonical projection R d+1 ?! R d . We refer to these paths in e P d+1 ( ) as lifted monotone -paths and use the notation w .
A -permutation w = w 1 w 2 w n is nesting if there exist indices 1 i < j < k < l n such that w i = w l , w j = w k and w m 6 = w i for all m with j m k. Otherwise w is non-nesting. Equivalently, w is non-nesting if the following linear system in the variables y 1 ; y 2 ; : : : ; y n is feasible:
(i) y 1 < y 2 < < y n ,
(ii) y k = y j + 1 if 1 j < k n, w k = w j and w m 6 = w j for j < m < k.
For example, 12121 is non-nesting but 12211 is not. 4. The coherent paths and enumeration In this section we characterize and enumerate the -coherent lifted monotonepaths and thus prove Theorem 2.3. We proceed directly from the de nition of a coherent path and extend our argument to get another proof of Corollary 2.2. For the enumeration we use the nite eld method of 1, 2].
We rst recall what it means for a monotone edge path to be coherent. Let P be a polytope in R r , : R r ?! R an a ne function, Q = (P ) R This is also the subdivision obtained by projecting canonically the lower edges of Q c on Q. The set F c consists of faces of P, rather than Q. Proof. Let c 2 (R d+1 ) be generic and given by c(x) = a 1 x 1 + a 2 x 2 + + a d+1 x d+1 : (6) We need to describe the -coherent path de ned by c, directly in terms of c. Since we want this path to lie in the lower part of e P d+1 ( ), we can assume that a d+1 is positive, say a d+1 = 1=2 by rescaling.
Let w = w 1 w 2 w n be a -permutation and p w ; w as in Section 2, with p w = ( In this case, the set of solutions forms exactly a face of A d ( ). The subdivision of Figure 6 is not coherent because the system x 1 < x 1 + 1 = x 2 < x 2 + 1 < x 1 + 2 = x 2 + 2 < x 1 + 3 has no solution. The only coherent atom of (4; 3) smaller than this subdivision is (1; 2; 1; 2; 1; 2; 1).
3. There is a notion of \ ip" on the set of all maximal monotone edge paths p of P with respect to the a ne function . Two such paths are said to be related by a ip if they have a common cover in the poset !(P; Q) of -induced subdivisions of Q. We call the minimum number of ips required to make p coherent the incoherency of p. In the case of lifted monotone -paths w , the operation of ipping swaps two distinct successive entries ij of w. Therefore the incoherency of w is the minimum number of swappings needed to make w non-nesting. To get a feeling for this number, we compute the maximum incoherency that can occur for = (2; 2; : : : ; 2). 
